SECURITY

ORAD SITUATION
MANAGEMENT SYSTEM (OSM)
In emergency situations, there is no room for mistakes. Procedures must be followed and the
entire team, including your on-call responding employees, must react infallibly and be perfectly
synchronized. It is for these crucial moments that we at Orad Group created the Orad Situation
management App (OSM) powered by Bravo.ai.
The OSM platform revolutionizes the handling of both mega events, as well as small scale ones. Using
carefully constructed protocols, OSM semi-automatically streamlines procedures, and micro-manages all
security teams, while avoiding information overload. OSM connects multiple sensors to a desktop command
center, that integrates both human communication and adaptive Standard Operating Procedures (SOP’s).
OSM contains carefully constructed template libraries that adapt to exact situations (such as injury, fire,
violence on the premises, etc.). In any situation, team members fully understand their tasks and are in
constant collaboration. Orad’s comprehensive framework that connects sensors, people and protocol
delivers the highest standard in management and safety, allowing the most critical information to be
recorded, assessed and delegated to the right person with clarity.
Our user-friendly frameworks User Experience & User Interface (UX/UI) provides immediate connection
to your team, allowing them to report an incident and trigger
semi-automatic coordinated responses and provides them
with step-by-step response guidance. By ensuring strict
adherence to the procedures, including in stressful situations
or in instances when an employee is untrained, OSM alerts its
operators when anomalies are recognized and when manmade decisions are required. Thus, improves security team
performance, increases service level, and reduces the risk of
catastrophe, all with major savings on the cost of training.

OSM alerts its operators
when anomalies are
recognized and when
man-made decisions
are required. Thus,
improves security
team performance,
increases service level,
and reduces the risk of
catastrophe.

At its core, OSM celebrates the thoroughness of micromanagement without overloading users or managers with
excess information. While tracking significant details,
large groups of employees with multiple and differing
responsibilities stay motivated and on track.

OSM supports human interaction
and real-time team cooperation,
as required to complete daily
routine tasks and emergency
response challenges.
Key Features:
• Simplifies mission control
• Automatic response guidance
• Artificial intelligence driven system
• Provides team members with step-by-step response
guidance, whilst improving performance.

• Integrates both human communication and adaptive
Standard Operating Procedures (SOP’s).

• Reduces costs and improves business productivity.

About Orad
Orad is a leading provider of integration services delivering proven end-to-end security,
safety & HLS solutions. The company is highly experienced in implementing a wide
range of projects such as border protection systems, military bases, defense agencies,
safe cities, airports, seaports, railway terminals, correctional facilities, public buildings
and more. In addition, Orad Group offers safety & fire detection, electromechanical
systems, automation, control and solar energy (PV) in Israel and abroad.
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